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Mercury Notifications to Exhibit at NSYCATE,
The New York State Association for Computers and Technology
October 29, 2021 –Woodbury, NY - Mercury Notifications, the world’s leading B2B life safety solutions
provider and product manufacturer of the n.FORM® Mass Notification System, has announced it will be an
exhibitor at the New York State Association for Computers and Technology (NYSCATE) conference this
November.
The NYSCATE annual state-wide conference, being held Sunday, November 21st and Monday, November 22nd
and Tuesday, November 26th, will be attended by more than 1500 attendees and 150+ exhibitors showcasing
exemplary education applications of technology. The event brings together the brightest technology minds in
education and will be an excellent opportunity for key manufacturers to meet with members that are
interested in integrating supportive technologies that can make the learning environment a safer space while
improving real time communications.
The conference provides a showcase for the latest products and services designed for the educational setting,
and as one of the largest technology-exhibitor floors in New York State, it offers major-networking
opportunities with other exhibitors and educational decision makers from across New York State.
Mercury’s Chief of Sales, Todd Eddy stated: “We are excited to participate in the 2021 NYSCATE conference
this year, in person! This event offers us a chance for us to connect with many key decision-makers and
personnel throughout the State of New York and show how Mercury Notifications solutions can help protect
people, properties, and brands. “
Attendees interested in life-safety technologies for emergency communication are encouraged to stop by the
Mercury booth for a quick demonstration to see how mass notification can help keep the NY Education
Community safe.
For more information about Mercury Notifications and to find out the booth location at NYSCATE, please
contact Jodi Jacobs at 516-802-0011 x401 or by email at jjacobs@mercuryn.com
About Mercury Notifications
Specializing in life-safety technologies, Mercury Notifications, and their n.FORM® Mass Notification System is a
complete, end-to-end, supervised solution that provides the hardware, software, integration, and controls
needed for your mass notification and emergency communication systems.
No matter the situation, Mercury Notifications keeps the line of communication open enabling targeted
messages via distributed audio, wide area speakers, phones, email, SMS/Text, Twitter, Skype/Teams, desktop
alerts, digital signage and more.
As a UL 2572 and UL 864 rated platform, Mercury integrates with Fire Alarm Control Units and provides
complete emergency and non-emergency communications by zone, by building, by campus, or over a series of
buildings anywhere in the world.
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In addition, the company offers a complete suite of cloud-based software that enables building-to-building
communication, prioritized messaging, and the ability to address, manage and monitor all your facilities from a
single access point. Mercury’s n.FORM® Mass Notification System is made in the USA and the n.FORM®
System is installed in millions of square feet around the globe.
Follow Mercury Notifications on Linked In here.

About NYSCATE
The New York State Association for Computers and Technologies in Education is an educational, not-for-profit
organization which seeks to promote the effective use of technologies for quality education.
NYSCATE fosters collaborative efforts to integrate technologies in instruction across the curriculum and
disseminates information designed to assist educators in enhancing the management and effectiveness of the
learning environment. NYSCATE has drawn strength and support from its talented and diverse membership
since 1965. With a current membership of over 20,000 members, all regions of the state are represented by
teachers, administrators, technology coordinators and directors, school board members, parents,
consultants, and business people. Membership is open to all who share a common interest in NYSCATE’s
stated goals. For more information, visit www.nyscate.org.
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